In addition to providing an extremely clean environment for primary loop of hightemperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR), the primary helium circulator (PHC) using electromagnetic levitation technology also provides an effective means for vibration control. Besides synchronous vibration produced by mass imbalance and sensor runout, double-frequency vibration produced by unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP) is serious in PHC engineering prototype (PHC-EP). In this paper, we firstly analyzed the mechanism of UMP and the multi-frequency vibration characteristics in combination with the PHC-EP. Then we put forward a distributed iterative learning control (ILC) algorithm and a parallel control scheme to suppress the periodic vibrations. Finally, we verified the methods by carrying out experimental researches on the active magnetic bearing (AMB) bench of PHC-EP. The results show that the methods put forward in this paper have significant control effect on the double-frequency vibration generated by UMP of the PHC-EP and provide theoretical and practical references for the PHC safe operation in HTR.
Introduction
The construction of the world's first high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR) for commercial demonstration [1, 2] will be completed and put into trial operation soon. As the "primary pump", primary helium circulator (PHC) is the key safety device in the HTR primary loop. Due to the special requirements of the helium circulation system, the traditional mechanical bearings cannot meet the application requirements as lubrication. Nevertheless, electromagnetic bearing is the best technical choice for the PHC rotor support because it has no mechanical contact and no lubrication [3] .
So far, the active magnetic bearing system (AMBs) used in PHC has been verified and will be put into commercial operation [4] . The PHC rotor is completed in accordance with strict standards in material selection, manufacturing and processing, etc., so the rotor mass imbalance is not serious. However, due to imprecise installation, the geometric centers between the rotor and the stator are out of alignment in PHC engineering prototype (PHC-EP), which eventually leads to multi-frequency vibrations. Moreover, the most serious is double-frequency vibration, which leaves the potential safety hazard to HTR-EP safety operation.
There are many researches on multi-frequency vibration caused by the geometric center misalignment between the rotor and the stator in traditional mechanical bearings [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Ruf [6] focused on the mechanical bearing load caused by unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP) based on an analysis of static and dynamic eccentricities at different positions and different amplitudes. The nonlinear vibration of the rotor with UMP has been extensively investigated by Xu [7] . Zhang [8] investigated the vibration and noise of permanent magnet synchronous motors caused by UMP. The measurement and calculation of UMP in a wound rotor induction machine were addressed by Dorrell and Kayani [9] . In the field of AMB, an investigation into the UMP effect on the static stiffness models of radial AMB in brushless direct current motor without load and with load conditions using the finite element method was reported by Han [10] . Moreover, the AMBs was designed and optimized with the consideration of gravity and UMP effects, and the required current compensation for the forces in the horizontal and vertical directions was studied during the operation and verified by the finite element method by Di [11] .
According to the literature research, the UMP has achieved fruitful results in the traditional bearings, but the researches in the fields of electromagnetic bearings are not sufficient. Moreover, they are only limited to the theoretical analysis of finite element, without detailed analysis and experimental research on the actual unbalanced force control in the AMBs.
In this paper, the mechanism and characteristics of multi-frequency vibrations caused by UMP in the PHC-EP are comprehensively researched and analyzed. In view of repetitive characteristics of the multi-frequency vibrations, we proposed a distributed iterative learning control (ILC) algorithm with a variable forgetting factor and a variable learning gain and a parallel control scheme to suppress the variations. Finally, the verification of the control method is carried out in an AMB bench of PHC-EP.
The Mechanism of UMP in PHC-EP

The Analysis of AMB in PHC-EP
In HTR, AMB technology is used to suspend the PHC rotor. According to the design requirements of the HTR primary loop, the PHC adopts vertical layout, and the structure of PHC-EP is shown in Figure 1 , and the main parameters are shown in Table 1 . Constant speed In order to analyze the AMB technology of the PHC clearly, the schematic diagram of vertical AMBs is shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , the axial thrust bearing is used to balance the gravity of the rotor, and the upper and lower radial AMBs are used to achieve the stability control for the four degrees of freedom (DOF) of the rotor. Generally, a rigid rotor has six degrees of freedom of motion, they are translational motion along three axes and rotation around three axes respectively [13] . However, in an AMBs, five DOFs (four radial DOFs and one DOF that refers to axial motion) are controlled by AMB, and the other DOF that rotates around its axis is controlled by a motor [3] .
The Analysis of UMP in PHC-EP
As one of the key components of the PHC, AMBs have many unbalance factors that would lead to vibration. Here we can divide them into two categories: One is unbalanced centrifugal force produced by the rotor mass imbalance, or sensor runout, which comes from manufacturing inaccuracy, residual dirt, structural corrosion, or deformation of the rotor during operation; the other is UMP produced by misalignment of the geometric center between the stator and the rotor, or the circuit imbalance in motor converter, AMB power amplifier, or pole winding. In the construction of the PHC-EP, the rotor mass imbalance and sensor runout problems have been effectively solved through various means. In this paper, we analyze the mathematical mechanism of the UMP to reveal the multi-frequency vibration characteristics.
There are lots of research results on the UMP in rotating machinery. In this paper, the vibration characteristics are analyzed based on the PHC-EP rigid rotor. A cross-sectional view of the rotor at the motor position is shown in Figure 3 . Here, O(0,0) is the geometric center of the stator, and the fixed coordinate system OXY is established with this point as the origin of coordinates. Furthermore, ( , ) is the geometric center of the rotor, ( , ) is the rotor mass center, = is the geometric eccentricity and = is the mass eccentricity. Meanwhile, is the rotor rotational speed and θ is the initial phase of the mass center with respect to OXY. Thus, the geometrical relationship can be expressed as
From the electromagnetic induction principle [14] , it can be known that the magnetic pole of the motor can generate the tangential force and radial force on the rotor simultaneously. Therefore, once the rotor does not rotate around the stator axis, the magnetic field of the air gap between the rotor and the magnetic pole of the motor will be asymmetric, and the radial force generated cannot be balanced with each other. Here, the analysis of UMP is carried out in combination with the threephase induction motor with = 1 ( is number of pole-pairs) used in PHC-EP. According to the principle of electrical machine [12, 15] and [16] , the fundamental magnetic motive force (MMF) with the air gap can be expressed as:
where 0 is the amplitude of the fundamental MMF of the excitation current of the rotor, related with the motor structure, winding turns, current, etc. The air gap expression of an arbitrary angle shown in Figure 3 can be obtained as:
where δ 0 is the mean air-gap length when the rotor is centered. Therefore, the air-gap permeability can be written as equation (4) [17] . Furthermore, it can be transformed with the theory of Fourier [18] , and the first three terms are kept here and expressed as in equation (5) .
where is the relative eccentricity, 0 is permeability of vacuum. ∧ 0 , ∧ 1 , and ∧ 2 are the Fourier coefficients expressed in equations (7) .
According to equation (2) and equation (5), the expression of the magnetic field density of air gap with can be obtained:
Then according to the principle of Maxwell stress integral [14] , the stress over rotor surface can be obtained by decomposing the UMP along the X and Y directions.
where is the length of rotor, and is the radius of rotor. Substituting equation (8) into equations (9), the calculation results can be get as shown in equation (10) .
where 0 , 1 , and 2 are the coefficients，which are calculated as expressed in equation (11) .
It can be seen that the results of the high-frequency components of the UMP are ignored in equations (10) , but the rest of UMP are still complex. Fortunately, as the frequency increases, the amplitudes of the UMP are increasingly smaller, so they can be ignored in the practical calculation. However, in equations (10), there are the constant forces with coefficient 0 , and this part of the force is needed to be balanced by the magnetic force produced by AMBs [19] . This is a prerequisite for system stability. The other two parts of the force with double-frequency characteristics are the main sources of the double-frequency vibration disturbance of the AMBs.
The Analysis of Multi-Frequency Vibration Characteristics
In fact, the geometrical eccentricity between the stator and the rotor is derived from two parts, one part is called static eccentricity, which is caused by the misalignment in the installation, and the other part is called dynamic eccentricity, which is caused by unbalanced force, such as the rotor mass imbalance and sensor runout [6] . Due to the complexity of high-frequency vibration analysis, the high-frequency of the UMP has been ignored in the section 2.2, and the only double-frequency components are retained. Therefore, the analysis in this paper is based on the double-frequency vibration generated by the UMP described in equations (10) .
As the UMP exists in the traditional mechanical bearing, the constant part of the UMP will pull the rotor towards the narrowest air gap, resulting in excessive friction, friction heat and energy loss, etc. [16] . Fortunately, when the rotor is suspended by AMBs, the dynamic balance of this component force can be achieved under the action of the AMB closed-loop feedback control system [3, 19] . Nevertheless, the rotor would still vibrate, which can be reflected from the rotor's axis loci. The rest of the UMP components described in equations (10) can be expressed as
Since the PHC-EP rigid rotor is with typical second-order characteristics, the nonlinear vibration of the system caused by the UMP can be calculated as
where is rotor damping and is rotor stiffness. Here we can see that it is difficult to solve the equation by numerical analysis, and the implicit integration formula of the Newmark integral method [20] can be used to calculate the non-linear dynamic response of equations (14) . However, in this paper, the vibration characteristics are analyzed mainly from the perspective of solution form. According to the solution method of differential equation [21] , the solution of the equations (14) can be expressed as
where 1 , 2 , 1 , and 2 are the eigenvalues, 1 , 2 , , 1 , 2 , , , and are the constants of the solution of equations (15) . Since the AMB rotor system is stable operating in equilibrium point based on closed loop negative control system, the eigenvalues are located in the left half complex plane. This means the exponential terms ( 1 1 + 2 2 and 1 1 + 2 2 ) of equations (15) are decayed over time, and the rest components of the motion can be written as
As described in equations (16) , the UMP eventually leads to the simple harmonic vibration with the double-frequency characteristics in the X and Y directions. In view of the actual rotor vibration components, if there is only single double-frequency vibration, the rotor's axis locus is round or oval; if they contain synchronous frequency and double-frequency vibrations, the rotor's axis locus is usually "heart-shaped"; if they contain several different frequency vibrations, the rotor's axis locus would become a more complex one, such as in the form of "petal type". From the above analysis, it can be known that no matter which combination of vibrations, the vibrations produced by the UMP have periodic characteristics. Unfortunately, the closed-loop feedback control system based on PID algorithm has very limited effect on periodic vibration control.
However, since the PHC is the main equipment of the HTR primary loop, the PHC rotor vibration not only easily causes friction between rotor and the auxiliary bearing, which would lead to damage of the system's structure, but also indirectly transfers the vibration through the base to the whole primary loop main pipeline. That is to say, these vibrations may lay significant safety hazard to the HTR. Therefore, how to effectively suppress the periodic vibrations generated by this unbalanced force has become one of the crucial technical problems to be solved urgently in the application of AMB in the PHC.
The Control Method for UMP
Since the constant component of the UMP can be balanced by AMB, which is achieved by the AMB closed-loop feedback control system, the control method studied here is only used with the periodic components of the UMP.
As an intelligent control method, ILC algorithm has a good self-learning ability due to the use of the system's past information and also has unique advantages in the field of controlling repetitive problems. According to [22, 23] , the theory of ILC has been developed rapidly and applied successfully in many areas. In this paper, an efficient ILC algorithm is designed to suppress the double-frequency vibration generated by the UMP of the PHC-EP.
Distributed ILC Algorithm
Although there is a certain radial coupling in the radial AMBs in the design of the PHC-EP AMB control system, a distributed independent control strategy is adopted in the radial AMBs. In order to keep consistency with the original AMB control system, a distributed control scheme is also adopted Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 21 September 2019 doi:10.20944/preprints201909.0245.v1
in the design of the periodic vibration control. Additionally, since the UMP acts only on the rotor radial directions, the axial vibration is not considered in this paper.
Here, a single input single output (SISO) time-varying system is used to describe the plant model of a single DOF AMBs. Since a digital control system is used in actual AMBs, the discrete difference equation of a single DOF AMBs can be described as
where kϵ{0,1,2, ⋯ } is the iterative index, = [0,1,2, ⋯ , N − 1], N is the iterative learning step size, and is equal to the number of sampling points in the iterative learning cycle satisfying the relationship as described in equation (18)
where is the sampling frequency of the control system. The system control objective can be expressed as described in equation (19) .
Now we assume the system is reachable, that is, there exists a unique target input sequence ( ) for the target output sequence ( ). Thus the goal of ILC is to find the target control sequence ( ) through repetitive iterations so that the actual output sequence ( ) can track the target output sequence ( ).
The solution of the state equation of the discrete system shown in equation (17) can be described as equation (20) [24],
where (0) is the initial state of the system. Considering the time-varying characteristics of the system state, and the typical second-order characteristics of the PHC-EP rigid rotor, here a first order open-loop differential ILC algorithm with variable forgetting factor and variable learning gain is proposed to adapt to the changes of the system states. The structure of the distributed ILC algorithm in each direction is shown as
where { 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 } are the four radial directions of the AMBs, ( ) is the forgetting factor changed with the iterations, and ℒ ( , ) is the variable differential gain changed with the iteration and learning step . For the convenience of subsequent algorithm analysis, ILC algorithms in four directions are unified as
Combining with equations (17) and equation (22), the convergence condition of the control error can be obtained as
Here, the iterative control error of the ( + 1)th sample is used to prove the convergence of the algorithm, and the analysis processed are described as follows: 
We take the norm of both sides of equation (24) 
We multiply by λ on both sides of equation (25), where 0 < λ < 1, it can be
Based on the theory of λ norm [25] , it can be
where ̃= + 1 2
Obviously, we can find a small λ as < 1, to ensure ̃< 1. Therefore, it can be
Then we take the limit for both sides of equation ( It can be seen that under the condition of equation (23), the system control error described in equation (19) converges to zero in a limited time, which indicates that the first order open-loop differential ILC algorithm with variable learning gain and variable forgetting factor proposed in this paper has the convergence characteristics. Furthermore, 0 ( ) and ( ) are explained as:
(1) 0 ( ) is the initial control value. In this paper, 0 ( ) = 0.
(2) ( ) is mainly used to improve the stability condition of the system with too fast convergence in the process of variable gain learning. It is also a kind of robust design method, to solve the problem that the identical initial conditions cannot be satisfied completely in each iteration. We set it here as the simplest inverse proportional function of . Namely,
This is an empirical approach, and it can be adjusted according to the speed of actual iteration. Further,
It can be seen from equation (21) that as the number of iterations increases, +1 ( ) is more and more dependent on the previous ( ).
(3) ℒ ( , ) is used to solve the problem that it is lack of real-time performance as a constant learning gain used in the algorithm; we choose a comprehensive exponential function based on and as the differential gain to achieve fast convergence of the system. Namely,
where is determined by equation (23) . Based on equations (23), (36), and (37), it can be seen that it is only necessary to determine if the condition expressed in equation (23) is satisfied. Further,
If conservative setting method is adopted, a model-free control method can be achieved here. 
This reveals that the target output sequence ( ) can be obtained through repetitive iterative learning as → ∞, and lim
Integrated Parallel Control Scheme
The ILC designed in this paper as shown in equation (23) belongs to open-loop control method, so it needs the original closed-loop feedback control scheme to achieve the system stability. Firstly, a SISO AMBs is taken as an example to analyze the original closed-loop feedback control system as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . A SISO closed-loop feedback control system for the single DOF AMBs.
In Figure 5 , and are the power amplifier coefficient and displacement sensor coefficient of the AMBs, respectively, and they are constants while the system is designed. Additionally, and are the current coefficient and displacement coefficient of the AMBs, respectively, which are two constants related to the structure and equilibrium point after linearization. Therefore, the transfer function of the SISO AMBs can be expressed as
Obviously, AMB is an open-loop unstable system, the closed-loop feedback loop scheme must be used to achieve the system stability control. At present, PID control algorithms are always used in actual AMBs. According to [26, 27] , an effective way of ILC is combined with other control methods, so the ILC in this paper is implemented in parallel with the existing closed-loop feedback system of the AMB. The final control scheme is shown in Figure 6 . From Figure 6 , the actual output of the designed integrated parallel controllers is generated by both the PID controller and ILC controller and can be expressed as
Asynchronous Learning Mechanism Based on the Period of Rotation
From the above analysis, the time of a revolution of the rotor is used as the iterative learning period because the periodic vibration caused by UMP has double-frequency characteristics.
Therefore, the speed phase detected is used as the condition to reset each iteration, which is inconsistent with the traditional iterative learning as it is reset completely to the initial states in each iteration. This kind of ILC is always called asynchronous learning mechanism in [28] . So the ILC based on asynchronous learning mechanism can be rewritten as +1 (( + 1) + ) = (1 − ( )) ( + ) + ( ) 0 ( ) + ℒ ( , )( ( + + 1)
Since PHC-EP is always running at the rated speed and the rotation time of the rotor is fixed, the number of sampling points ( ) in the control system is a deterministic value during this fixed time interval. Moreover, it is necessary to perform periodic component extraction on the displacement error information at the end of each iteration, which is determined by the real-time speed phase. Extraction algorithm of double-frequency vibration component is based on discrete Fourier transform theory [29] , and the extraction process can be described as follows: In particular, this extraction method includes components of the synchronous frequency component and double-frequency to achieve effective control of periodic vibration, which has important value in practical application, especially for the AMBs where the rotor still has serious mass imbalance or sensor runout.
Experimental Research on Control Method
Experimental System Design
In order to verify the effectiveness of the control method, experimental studies are carried out on the AMB bench of PHC-EP. The control system in four radial directions is upgraded by the integrated distributed parallel control scheme as described in the section 3.2, and the upgraded control system is shown in Figure 7 . In order to realize the function of the integrated distributed parallel control system, a multichannel analog adder with limiting function is specially designed to achieve the superposition function of the parallel control outputs descried in equation (41). The circuit of the multi-channel analog adder and its channel conformance test results are shown in Figures 8 and 9 .
Output port of power amplifier
Interface for ILC controller
Input port of displacement signal
Interface for PID controller Figure 8 . The circuit of the multi-channel analog adder with limiting function.
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The experimental system adopts a digital control system, which is also developed by our group. Also the ILC controller and PID controller are all developed based on TMS320F28335, which is a 32bit floating-point DSP with the main frequency of 150MHz. Control algorithms are developed on the Code Composer Studio 8.1.0 environment. NI USB 6215 with the frequency of 10 kHz is used to gather the displacement signal of each control channel for real-time monitoring.
Experimental Results Analysis
According to the operation specification of the PHC-EP, the speed is steadily increased to the rated speed with 4 000 / ( ≈ 66.7 Hz ) as described in Table 1 , and then, we carry out the experimental researches.
Since the implementation of the ILC algorithm does not need to pay attention to the original closed-loop feedback control system parameters and considering that the AMBs has been working stably near the equilibrium point, the ILC parameters of the radial four directions are set in accordance with equations (35) and (37), and = 1 is selected according to the AMB bench of PHC-EP.
In order to better illustrate the effectiveness of the control method, this paper mainly uses the comparative analysis method to study the experimental results. The vibration spectrums of the four radical directions and the rotor's axis loci of the places' installed displacement sensors with and without the ILC are selected as observational parameters or states. The experimental results are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . From Figure 10 , it can be seen that there are synchronous vibration, double-frequency; multifrequency vibration and non-periodic vibration exist in the radial four directions, but the doublefrequency vibration are the most serious as the ILC loops are not activated. However, the periodic vibrations are suppressed effectively as the ILC loops are activated, which are related to the periodic component extraction algorithm described in equations (43), (44), and (45), because the extraction algorithm proposed in this paper can process synchronous vibration and double-frequency vibration simultaneously.
From the AMB rotor's axis loci described in Figure 11 , the axis loci are complex and in the form of "quasi heart-shaped" as the ILC loops are not activated. The reasons are that the vibrations with many frequencies are existing in the radial four directions, and they are more complex than expressed in Figure 4 . However, the axis loci are eventually converged to cluster as the ILC loops are activated, which is due to the fact that there are only some non-periodic vibrations left.
It can be seen that periodic vibrations are effectively suppressed by activating the ILC loops from Figures 10 and 11 . In other words, the UMP caused by the misalignment of the geometric center between the rotor and the stator can be effectively controlled by the control method designed in this paper.
Conclusion
The synchronous vibration caused by the rotor mass imbalance or sensor runout is often dominant in the actual vibration control of AMB system, but double-frequency vibration and multifrequency vibration caused by UMP or other reasons cannot be ignored. Due to the significant double-frequency vibration disturbance existing in the PHC-EP, we analyzed the mechanisms of UMP and the double-frequency vibration and designed the control method to suppress doublefrequency vibration. Moreover, we took into account the control of synchronous vibration. Therefore, it can be said that the control method developed in this paper can suppress the synchronous vibration and double-frequency vibration and provide technical support for safe and stable operation of PHC-EP. In particular, the method proposed in this paper also can be further extended to the vibration control of AMBs in other fields. 
